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Evolving long-term dependency rules in Lifelong Learning Models

ABSTRACT: Topic models are extensively used for text analysis to extract prominent concepts as topics in a large collection
of documents about a subject domain. They are extended with different approaches to suit various application areas. Automatic
knowledge-based topic models are recently introduced to specifically meet the processing needs of large-scale data having
many subject domains. The model automatically learns rules across all domains and use them to improve the results of the
current domain by purposefully grouping words into topics to better represent the underlying concept. The existing models
apply thresholds on evaluation criteria to learn rules, however, being automatic it may learn wrong, irrelevant or inconsistent
rules as well. In this research article the proposed model learns rules and monitor their contributions towards the quality of
results. As the model learns new rules, the existing rules undergo refinement and detachment procedures to retain reliable
rules only. Experimental results on user reviews from Amazon.com shows improvement in the quality of topics by using fewer
rules which advocates the quality of rules and help avoid performance bottleneck at high experience.
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1. Introduction

Web 2.0 has emerged the era of Big social data produced online on various platforms. It consists of a variety of issues discussed
there in and is streaming in continuously at high rate. Since it is impossible for users to read through these documents and
develop their understanding about it in a reasonable time, therefore, machine learning techniques are employed. Topic models
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are popularly used for text analysis to perform various Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks. They explore unknown
domains and identify the hidden thematic structures to represent the key concepts discussed as topics, where the topics
consists of contextually co-related words [1]. Unlike dictionary and template based techniques, topic models consider the
context which is important in specialized domains. For example the terms raw and data are semantically different but may be
grouped together due to contextual relevance in specific domain. Topic models assign topics to all words in all documents at
random. The inference technique converges the distribution by updating the word topic assignment to the most probable topic
based on the current distribution. The process continues until the topics stabilize with words. The words in a topic represents
a concept specific to the subject domain. For example, the topics “dna, movement, disease, organism”and “computer, network,
messaging, processing, storage”represent biology and computing accordingly. Topics in a topic model may represent chapters
when applied to a book, policies when applied to political speeches and research areas when applied to scientific journals. In

Figure 1. extracted aspects as sentiment targets

commercial domains, topics are considered to be product aspects while the terms in topic are synonyms and near-synonyms
used to refer to it. They are used as sentiment targets in Aspect-based sentiment analysis as shown in Fig. 1.

Topic models are widely used with unsupervised approach to identify the major concepts in an unknown domain. The number
of topics control the depth of analysis as fewer number of topics focus on global concepts only, while high number of topics
identify local concepts as well. But unsupervised topic models with higher number of topics may produce incoherent topics as
well. The words in incoherent topics do not make sense to be conceived as a concept, due to various reasons discussed in [2].
The incoherent topics also results in because of the subject domain having fewer sample documents or having noise. Topic
coherence is a measure of accuracy for extracted topics which refers to the compactness of terms in a topic. In order to improve
with the accuracy of topic models as topic coherence, they are extended with different approaches. Supervised topic models are
trained on labeled data to improve accuracy for sensitive domains. Hybrid models are trained on a small labeled dataset to help
the model extract optimum initial values for hyper-parameters. Transfer learning topic models are trained on one domain having
more consistent sample documents and is applied on another relevant domain. Semi-supervised topic models require domain
experts to provide seed terms with topics and the model populate the words in topics based on the distribution of seed words.
But labeled datasets do not exist for fresh domains discussed online and domain experts are expensive to find for each subject
domain. These models improved the accuracy of the model by producing more coherent topics, however, they cannot be used
without manual guidance. Fig. 2 shows working of the semi-supervised topic models.

Knowledge-based topic models uses knowledge rules to improve the accuracy for topics extracted. They are initially proposed
with semi-supervised approach. The rules are manually provided by domain experts as word pairs having positive or negative
co-relations, called mustlinks and cannotlinks respectively. They have reduced the effort time required to train a semi-supervised
model, but the model is still not usable with the guidance of domain expert. Knowledge-based topic models associate the
accuracy and performance of the model the quality and quantity of the rules provided. The rules add a bias into the inference
technique that is more valuable for domains with fewer samples or noise. Despite of the fact that the extensions of topic models
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Figure 2. Semi-supervised Topic Model, using seed terms from domain expert
to extract topics

Figure 3. Knowledge abstraction and presentation in knowledge module

discussed with different approaches has achieved their goal of accuracy and performance for offline subject domains but they
cannot be applied to big social data due to their dependency on manual guidance. They follow a single-shot learning approach
and do not carry what is learnt from one domain, to another. Therefore, they cannot be applied to big social data that has many
unknown domains. It is streaming in from the online sources and it is hard to find domain experts or labeled data for it. The issue
is addressed with Automatic Knowledge-based topic models.

Automatic knowledge-based topic models are equipped with a learning module that enables the model to learn rules for itself. It
does not require guidance from domain experts and learns rules after each task. The learning of the model depends on the
number of tasks it has completed and therefore, the accuracy of the model improves with experience by following a Lifelong
Machine Learning (LML) approach. LML models aim at designing and developing computational systems and algorithms that
can learn like humans. They are also known as Human-like learning or Never-ending learning models. These models are
specifically designed for the needs of large-scale data having many unknown domains. The model exploits the huge volume of
data and the variety in its domains, for learning rules. The rules learnt from many subject domains are utilized to improve the
accuracy of an individual domain. The rules learnt across many domains help the model extract global rules that are generally
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true and are supported by many domains. This is used as the evaluation criteria for learning rules to which thresholds are applied
to learn mustlinks and cannotlinks separately. Fig. 3 represents rules as mustlinks and cannotlinks in the knowledge-base along
with the characteristics associated. It also benefits from the fact that that many domains have overlapping vocabulary, that is
having common aspects in multiple subject domains. For example the two subject domains about laptop and phone, have
overlap in their vocabulary for words about screen and battery etc. It is different from transfer learning that is trained for a single
target domain that is known prior to analysis. The accuracy and performance of LML models depend on the quality and quantity
of rules learnt.

Automatic knowledge-based topic models learns as word pairs i.e. mustlinks and cannotlinks. In order to learn rules, the model
generates candidate rules and pass them through an evaluation criteria. It allows each candidate rule to have a confidence value.
A pair of thresholds are applied on the confidence value to learn mustlinks and cannotlinks separately. The rules learnt are
utilized when a contextually relevant scenario arise. While transferring the impact of rules into the task in hand, mustlink words
reinforce each other within a topic while the cannotlink words subside each other for the same topic. Since the rules learnt may
not be utilized by the next task and is rather dependent on the similarity of context, the rules learnt are retained and maintained
for long term. The evaluation criteria is based on Frequent Itemset Mining (FIM) that creates a performance bottleneck at high
experience. The existing models do not analyze the usefulness of the rules learnt in order to monitor their performance. The
automatic learning module is expected to learn wrong, irrelevant, inconsistent and contradictory rules. Treating all the rules
equally, cannot resolve the dispute in conflicting rules. The contribution of this research paper is an efficient evaluation
criterion for learning rules as mustlinks and cannotlinks. The rules are added to the knowledge-base in abstract form through
long term dependency mechanism to bring persistence in learning patterns. The utility and freshness of rules are continuously
monitored and are updated after each task through refinement mechanism. The conflict between contradictory rules is resolved
through confidence of a rule. If a rule is learnt but has its confidence dropped in the following domains is filtered out. Similarly
high confidence rule that has limited utility is filtered as well for irrelevant. It keeps a check of the rules after being learnt and
the knowledge-base stays consistent to perform well at high experience. (experiment / dataset / results)

2. Literature Review

The data produced online has developed the need for more knowledge-based systems that could learn for a specific task [3]. In
support of content based analysis, the structural information of the platform i.e. user profiles and their relationships can also be
used for better analysis [4, 5]. The structural or meta information varies with the platform from which the data is acquired.
Transcribed text contains words that are spoken but doesn’t mean anything semantically e.g. ummm, Aahhh etc. It requires
procedures specific to the needs of transcribed text to enhance its usefulness [3, 6, 7]. Both the aspects and sentiments can be
viewed conceptually and contextually for specialized domains [8, 9]. Micro-blogging is another popular platform of content
analysis that has a character limit and therefore, usually miss the context. Such content need to be associated to relevant entity
to better understand their context e.g. a recent event, person, place etc. Meta information like tweets, re-tweets, hashtags and
emoticons can be used to help in analysis [10]. The online social media platforms are cheap and efficient source of identifying
key issues or concerns in a region and the orientation of public sentiments towards it. With real time analysis, current issues can
be monitored continuously. In case of offline domains, the number of sampled documents can be doubled by using inverse of
each document, however, the using the inverse of only selected documents improved results [11]. The concepts extracted from
a large collection of document represents characteristics of the problem in hand, for which the data is extracted which are further
analyzed through aspect-based sentiment analysis models [12, 13, 14, 15, 16].

Topic models are extensively used for unknown domain exploration and text analysis [1]. It generates topics representing the
key concepts in the data. Topic models with unsupervised approach have the freedom to identify the unknown concepts. In
commercial domains, the concepts represent product aspects. Supervised models only learns about the aspects for which the
model is trained and ignore the less frequent or uncommon aspects for which the model is not trained. Similarly semi-supervised
models also direct the model towards aspects about which manual guidance is provided [17]. However, unsupervised topic
models can extract the uncommon, less known, infrequent aspects as well at compromised accuracy. The aspect-sentiment joint
model has topics representing aspects as well as sentiments by usin a Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (pLSA) [18].
MGLDA (Multi-grain LDA) topic models are used to extend the topics to focus on local concepts or aspects as well along with
global or popular concepts through different window sizes as conceptual document [19]. Review format specific models only
process content that has review document supported with pros and cons where aspects from pros and cons section are used to
help extract less common aspects from the review document [20]. MaxEnt-LDA distinguished the separation between topics
having aspects and sentiment labels by utilizing a small labeled dataset as a hybrid approach [21, 22].
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In order to reduce the effort and cost of manual guidance by domain expert, knowledge-based topic models are introduced with
a semi-supervised approach. The domain expert loads the model with domain specific rules which the model uses to guide the
reference towards coherent topics. DF-LDA use knowledge rules as mustlinks and cannotlinks to improved the results while
reduced the efforts of domain expert [23]. These models are rigid about the knowledge rules provided, that are believed to be
correct and the model has no mechanism of verifying them. Despite of reduced manual guidance, the model still requires domain
expert for each task and cannot be extended to big data that have many unknown domains. The issue is addressed through
Automatic knowledge-based topic models that are specifically designed for big social data. They have an automatic learning
mechanism used as a replacement for domain expert. The learning module extract rules for itself and then use those rules to
improve its results [24]. Being unsupervised, the model can be directly applied to big data while having a learning module it
produces coherent topics to utilize the automatically generated rules. These models are specifically designed for big data and
exploit the huge volume of data and the variety of domains to its advantage for learning good quality rules by clustering
prominent words. The learning mechanism is improved by using Multi-support Frequent Itemset Mining (MS-FIM) [25] for
generating better rules [26]. Multi-generalized Polya Urn (M-GPU) model [27] is used to transfer the impact of rules into the
current task. Knowledge-based recommendation systems are developed to learn according to specific tasks performed on
online social data [28, 29, 30].

There are certain limitations in the existing Automatic knowledge-based topic models. Since the learning mechanism is automatic,
the model is expected to learn wrong, irrelevant, inconsistent and contradictory rules as well. Similarly the rules having confidence
above the threshold having varying confidence and needs to be prioritized accordingly. Once a rule is learnt, there is no
mechanism to monitor its contribution and apply a policy accordingly. Therefore, a model is proposed that prioritize knowledge
rules, monitor their contributions and follow a refinement or detachment mechanism to keep track of the rules, resolve disputes
among conflicting rules and keep the knowledge-base consistent by weeding out wrong or irrelevant rules.

3. Proposed Model

LML models learn like humans, having long term dependency learning. The learning from one task may not necessarily be used
in the next task. Since it is not known when a rule learnt is to be used, LML models need to maintain long-term dependency
learning. Therefore, the rules that fulfil the evaluation criteria are stored in the knowledge-base. The rules stored are abstracted

Figure 4. Knowledge-evolving LML

and additional features are added Fig. 4. Knowledge-evolving LML for resourcefulness. Working of the proposed model is
shown in Fig. 4. This is because the learning from previous tasks is utilized when a contextually similar task arrives, no matter
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where they are placed in spatial and temporal terms. Thus the learning and transfer techniques do not follow a sequential
approach. For example, if the models learn some knowledge from the Laptop domain may not be utilized for the next many
domains about fashion, clothing and cooking. However, it can be used for a domain Tablet for having similar context to it. The
rules i.e. mustlinks and cannotlinks are captured along with their context which represents the top few words from vocabulary
of the domain from which the rule was learnt. The context helps to resolve word sense disambiguation, as a word have different
semantic meanings in different domain scenarios. The use of context information ensures that the rule is used in the same
context from it was extracted. Thus the overlap between the context of a rule and the vocabulary of the current domain must be
greater than , as shown in Eq.

overlap =   ( #(contextri ∩ vocabj )

LML models consists of four components that are knowledge representation, extraction, transfer and maintenance or retention.
The knowledge extraction mechanism consists of techniques that generate knowledge and evaluate it on different criteria. The
candidate knowledge rules are passed to various filters. The proposed model uses nPMI (w1;w2) as evaluation criterion to
identify confidence of a candidate rule with words w1 and w2 as given in Eq.

k Rule (w1 , w2 ) = n PMI (w1 , w2 )         (2)

Where

n PMI (w1 , w2 ) =  -  PMI (w1 , w2 )

The n PMI  values lies in [-1, 1] range on which a pair of thresholds are applied at t1 and t2 to learn mustlinks and cannotlinks as
rules. n PMI  is a light-weight rule extraction technique that evaluate both candidate mustlinks and cannotlinks together with a
confidence score to avoid performance bottleneck. The candidate rules having confidence as n PMI  score above t1 are learnt as
mustlinks or below t2 are learnt as cannotlinks while others are ignored as shown in Eq.

n PMI (w1 , w2 ) =

The extracted knowledge rules are reduced to an abstract form and are represented accordingly. The representation of knowledge
is focused on getting maximum utilization at higher performance, as shown in Fig. 3. The knowledge transfer mechanism is
concerned about transferring the bias from knowledge into the current task. Generalized Polya Urn model is used for adding the
rule bias into the topic model [27]. It helps to push mustlink words up for the same topic while push cannotlink words up for
different topics. The maintenance and retention module focuses on providing long-term persistence until a contextually similar
task arrives. Improving the mentioned components to enhance the accuracy and performance of the knowledge-based model is
called knowledge engineering. For a set of documents in domain Dt = { D1, D2,...,Dn }and Knowledge - base as repository of long-
term dependency rules. Knowledge-base consists mustlinks and cannotlinks extracted through Eq. 2, 3 and 4. Working of the
proposed model is shown in Algorithm 1. V is vocabulary of current task and N is the iterations of Gibbs Sampler used for
inference [26]. In step 2, the rules relevant to task are sampled through the overlap in context of rule and vocabulary of the
current task. Step 3 has the sampled rules used in Automatic knowledge-based topic model to extract topics with improved
accuracy with the help of the rules. Before proceeding to the next task, the knowledge-base undergo a series of steps to keep
rules consistent. The relevant rules that helped in current task are upgraded in step 4 with their confidence updated and utility
increased. In step 5, the rules that didn’t made contributions are updated by having their freshness reduced, where the rules with
low freshness and limited utility is eventually filtered out as irrelevant. In step 6 the knowledge-based is updated to be
consistent and ready for processing the next task, for which the process repeats.

Algorithm 2 explains the working of refinement and detachment mechanism keeps the knowledge-base consistent. It has three
procedures i.e. refineRules, updateRules and rule Detachment. The process is repeated after each task.The refineRules procedure

> ∈
# context

use
ignore

else

(1)

log P(w1 , w2 )
(3)

{

{

> t1 mustlinks
< t2 cannotlinks
otherwise ignore

(4)
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Algorithm 1 proposedModel(Dt, V, N, Knowledge-base)

1: procedure PROPOSEDMODEL

2: relRules contextOverlap(V, Knowledge-base)

3: topics AKBTM(Dt, V, N, relRules)

4: Rulesrefined refineRules(Dt, V, topics, relRules)

5: Rulesupdated updateKB(Dt, knowledge-base)

6: Knowledge-base Rulesrefined U Rulesupdated

7: end procedure

in steps 1 - 7, sample relevant rules that have contributed in performing the current task for refinement. In steps 3 and 4, the
confidence and utility of these rules are increased as a token of their quality and relevance. In procedure updateRules, steps 8
- 12 all the rules in the knowledge-base are updated by having their age increased by one. In other words, all the rules get older
by a task, in Step 10. In ruleDetachment procedure steps 13 - 24, all the rules undergo a detachment mechanism, that filters the
rules which have failed to maintain their confidence, step 15, 16. They are removed for being wrongly learnt or having inconsistent
confidence in different tasks. Similarly, the rules having high confidence but fail to prove their utility over a longer period of time
are filtered out as irrelevant, in steps 19, 20. The rules that have retained their place in the knowledgebase by proving both
relevant and consistent are prioritized by these two attributes in steps 17 and 21. Thus, the rules are consistently competing for
their place in the knowledge-base while during their life as a rule, they are ranked to decide their contribution in a task and to
resolve conflict if contradictory rules are learnt.

Algorithm 2 RefineRules (Dt, N, topics, V, Rules)

1: procedure REFINERULES
2: Rules ←   relevantRules(V, Knowledge-base);
3: for (rule r : Rules/) do
4:    v ← nPMI(r) //update confidence
5:    ρ ← +1 //increase utility
6: end for
7: end procedure
8: procedure UPDATERULES
9: for (rule r : All Rules) do
10:  λ ← +1 //Rules gets older by a task
11: end for
12: end procedure
13: procedure RULEDETACHMENT
14: for (rule r : All Rules) do
15: if vr < t1  || vr > t2 then
16: drop r
17: elserank   ← prioritize(v, ρ)
18: end if
19: if   ρ

20: drop r
21: elserank  ← prioritize(v, ρ)
22: end if
23: end for
24: end procedure

λ
<  ω  then
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4. Experiment And Results

The proposed model is experimented for improvement in topic coherence through the use of the long-term dependency rules
learning. The experiments are performed on Amazon. com real users dataset as large-scale data. The dataset consists of 100
domains with 50 each about electronic and non-electronic subject domains. Each domain has thousands of documents which
consists of actual user reviews about the product of domain. The initial parameters, number of topics and number of top words

Figure 5. Comparison of topic coherence of the proposed model with Lifelong
learning models

in a topic for calculating topic coherence, Gibbs sampler iterations are kept same with the models used in literature. The value of
t1 for learning mustlinks is set to 0.8 while the value of t2 for learning cannotlinks is set to -0.9. The value of ∈ is set to 0.3 as
minimum overlap between context of a rule and vocabulary of the current task. The value of ω for weeding out irrelevant rules
is kept at 0.02. The experiments are performed on HP Pavilion Dm4 machine having Intel 2.4GHz Core i5, with 8GB RAM and
500GB Hard drive.

Figure 6. Comparison of rules used by the proposed model and state of the art
model in selected domains
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Experimental results performed on model shows that the proposed model has higher topics coherence. Comparison of topic
coherence of the proposed model with state of the art models is given in Fig. 5. The improvement in topic coherence averagingto
34 points for all domains. It is achieved by using 21% fewer number of rules as compared to state of the art model as shown in
Fig. 6. Improving results with 1000 rules lesser than the other models, is a token of the quality of rules learnt by the proposed
model. This attributes to the refinement and detachment mechanism of the proposed model that assumes that a wrong or
irrelevant rules may make it to the knowledge-base, therefore, instead of tightening the evaluation mechanism a monitoring and
refinement mechanism is applied to keep a check on the quality of the rules. It keeps the knowledge-base consistent which
results in improvement in performance of the model as well. Table I has the mustlinks and cannotlinks at high rank in the
knowledge-base.

  Type       Knowledge Rules

mustlinks (tech, support), (cable, usb),
(batter, charge),(video, card),
(high, long),(connection, vga),
(operating, system), (cd, dvd),
(mac, support), (pro, con),
(windows, xp), (money, worth),
(inch, picture),(monitor, macbook),
(customer, support), (big, deal)

cannotlinks (sound, money), (feature, battery),
(price, device),(screen, sound),
(signal, easy), (home, gps),
(review, screen), (worse, digital),
(price, easy), (gas, screen),
(battery, price), (feature, battery),
(hotel, traffic), (driver, cooler),
(monitor, processor), (monitor, speed)

Table 1. High Priority Must Links And Cannot Links

5. Conclusions

Lifelong learning models are used with large-scale data to process them with intuition, however, without involving manual
support. The model is highly scalable and can be applied to any type of data. The model helps improve results for each task while
learn something for it or update the state of its previous knowledge about it as a self rectifying mechanism. The existing Lifelong
learning topic models have a rule extraction mechanism but do not have a monitoring and refinement mechanism to watch the
contribution of a rule and treat it accordingly. This has led these models process incorporate increasing number of rules as the
model grows in experience. The proposed model has comparatively produced better accuracy by using fewer number of rules.
It has given a new perspective to lifelong learning models that by supporting the learning mechanism with additional techniques
the quality of rules can be improved which results in improvement in results of the model. It has improved topic coherence by
34 points while utilizing 21% fewer rules as compared to the other model.

In future more variety of learning techniques can be incorporated into the lifelong learning model that would not only help in
grouping words in the topics but will also identify the nature of a topic. Such a model can be used to associate topics with each
other and explore their relationships.
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